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then we need to know that the advice given is sound and
that it is effective in changing attitudes, in reducing delay
in diagnosis, and-ultimately-in reducing mortality, and
especially mortality in youth and middle age. The Cancer
Research Campaign has recently allocated some of its funds
to support research projects concerned with cancer education,
so that finance is available for evaluation. Short of money,
the NHS needs to make the best use of existing knowledge;
and prevention offers the best hope of reducing both the
toll of cancer and the demands it makes on resources.
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Congenital dislocation of
the hip
Growth and development of the hip joint depends upon
congruous and stable articulation of its components if it is to
proceed normally. If the joint is unstable-as occurs1 2 in three
to six infants per 1000 live births-the abnormality must be
recognised in neonatal life so that treatment can be given to
prevent hip deformity.
The simple clinical methods of detection described by

Ortolani3 and Barlow4 have gained general acceptance, but
despite this several hip dislocations still go unrecognised at
birth.1 5 6 Poor technique may account for some errors-
examining a baby who is not relaxed or who is lying on a soft
rather than a firm surface. If traction is applied to the limb
rather than pressure on the thigh the hip may be fully
abducted with an unstable hip reduced.6 But perhaps most
important of all is failure to recognise limitation of abduction
as a sign of congenital dislocation.2 7 8 In infants with frank
dislocation, as opposed to subluxation or instability, the
"clunk" sign may be absent, and the only abnormal finding
may be that both hips show restriction of abduction in flexion.7

Diagnostic success depends on organisation-clearly easier
to achieve in a large maternity unit than in a small peripheral
one, or after domiciliary delivery.9 As 940% of births now take
place in hospital in England and Wales'0 the onus must be on
the hospitals to provide this service. In a well-organised unit
the missed dislocation rate may be as low as 1 in 8000 births.9
Diagnostic accuracy of this order does, however, demand a
high degree of perseverance and enthusiasm on the part of the
examiner: it is unlikely if screening is left to junior staff whose
posts are frequently changing.

In general, the outlook for infants diagnosed and treated
from birth is excellent. In a long-term follow-up of 111
children treated early by splints Fredensborg" reported that
all developed normal hips, apart from two who had minor
deformities. Mitchell' showed that 92% of abnormal hips
developed satisfactorily with splinting from birth, and similar
findings were reported by Williamson.6 Later diagnosis means
more complex operations, and with such a high degree of
success with relatively simple treatment in the neonatal period
there is a natural tendency to overtreat.12 Nevertheless,
though infrequent, the complications of splinting are serious.

Gore'3 described six patients who developed avascular
necrosis of the opposite normal hip while being treated for
unilateral dislocation by plaster casts; the dislocated hips
also became avascular. The important safeguard is to avoid
extremes of abduction. If there is some pelvic obliquity it
may limit hip abduction and produce shortening of the leg,
and in these cases splinting may lead to ischaemic necrosis of
the femoral head,14 when simple abduction exercises would
have been enough.

"Clicks" as opposed to the visible and audible Ortolani jerk
or "clunk" are often a source of confusion. The former are
usually of no importance, disappearing within a few weeks.
For example, in one series of infants examined shortly after
birth 138 were diagnosed as having subluxating hips.'5 At a
second examination at 7-10 days 62 were still abnormal, but
by 3 weeks only three infants were considered to need treat-
ment, and those were splinted. The high incidence of abnor-
mality noted initially appeared to be due to the ease with
which clicks may be elicited in the joints of the newborn.
These infants do not require treatment, but they should be
examined again at the age of 3 months and at 1 year.
The importance ofearly diagnosis cannot be overemphasised,

but even with the greatest care the occasional unexplained
failure to detect instability or dislocation will occur.' 5 6 To
reduce to a minimum the delay before treatment starts ideally
all children should be screened again during their first year.
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Steroid-antibiotic
comblnations
Ointments and creams containing a corticosteroid in combina-
tion with an antibiotic are prescribed widely by general
practitioners and only slightly less often by most dermatolo-
gists. Many authors have, however, put forward objections to
the practice, which have been more or less soundly supported
by theoretical argument or by apparently reliable experimental
evidence. It is accepted that there is no advantage in adding a
corticosteroid to an antibiotic for treating a primary skin
infection such as impetigo. On the other hand, a corticosteroid-
antibiotic combination is the treatment of choice in eczema of
any type when there are clinical signs of bacterial infection.
The controversy concerns those common cases in which
eczema is not obviously infected: does the addition of an
antibiotic or other antibacterial agent to a corticosteroid signifi-
cantly accelerate the response to treatment ? If it does, is the
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